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title  Quantitative Bio measurements of the brain's reading circuits...


hubel and wiesel in 1968....

cognition from the perspective of neurons....

task  performance can be understood by measuring neural actiivty during trials of the task...


1998  parker and newsome...

neurons form the fund units of info processing
 and  action potentials  ((are the key)..


but how abt  long term  over  months or years?

cognition from the  perspective of axons, glia  and vasculature.


allen and barres  slide  2009   astrocyte envelops   neurons...


majority of brain is white matter...


barres... glial  cells are critical  in every major aspect of brain dev, fxn and disease  barres 2008..


Carl Wernicke  1874....  he was age 26... when he wrote doct.. thesis...


brain is a mosaic of sensory and motor representations where new fxns  arise
 from novel interactions amongst these regions...
Wernicke  1874...


READING

coord  of  visual and motor...


goes from eyes to LGN to primary visual then to vWFA visual WORD  form area
 and thence to  Wernicke's Area...

he uses  DWI  diffusion weighted imaging...


he shows  ILF = inferior longitudinal fasciculus  and  arcuate fasciculus...


measurng whtie matter diffusion...

nice clip  showing  blocked diffusion perpendic to axon...


his study... Yeatman 2012  PNAS  ...

rates of white matter development covary with reading skills...


rate of FA   fractional anisotropy  is correl with reading develop


both L arcuate and left ILF = infer long fascic...


great slides from Wedeen 2008...  sheets of fibers...


hypothesis:  changes in diffusion relate to an increase in tissue

eg  oligos  may be myelinating axons...


collab  Aviv  Mezer...

did quant MRI measures of macromolec  tissue volume...


water vs tissue in  a voxel...


MTV = macromolec  tissue volume  is correl with amt of tissue  (as opposed to water)

he shows lipid bilayer at 5nm...

T1  rate of relaxation of water when send in pulse...

he used 100s of CPU  to do this...


now ,   combine  MTV with diffusion to model white matter devel...

get a connectome...


then  segmentation lago to get  Fascicle...


then  color the fascicle with  FAs


hits a maximum at age 20 or so  then it stops...


ILF  stops  earlier...  perhaps  age  18...  inf longit fascic.


huge diff  btwn poor readers and  good readers...  in both arcuate and ILF...
higher  asymptote  and higher slope...


increase in MTV (macromolec tissue vol) cud reflect additonal warps of myelin by oligos...

this is specific to reading

noah asks if it is just these pathways  and if its only reading... yes...


measurements of reading in 3rd grade are hugely predictive of skills in HS   etc.

kalanit... is this causal???  or is  it that  pathways are bad  and that causes the bad reading...


